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2012 has been another very successful 
year for Haitian International. Thanks to 
the ever increasing trust of our custom-
ers the dedicated work of our employees 
and all partners and suppliers and based on 
proven strategies; notwithstanding a rather 
difficult market environment in China and 
Europe causing some decrease in sales as 
compared to 2011 our company reached 
another outstanding result. Stock markets 
reacted accordingly and the actual share 
price of Haitian International at the main 
board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
represents a company value of more than 
2.7 Billion US$, compared to around 800 
Million US$ in December 2006, when the 
shares where firstly placed.
The new year 2013 has started promis-
ing, and it looks like especially in China the 
market conditions are improving. The on-
going market introduction of our Second 
Generation machines Mars, Venus, Jupiter 
and Pluto is showing great interest to these 
new models and a very positive respond 
for customers, already operating the first 
machines. Besides the impressive sales suc-
cess of our bestseller – the Mars Series have 
been actually sold more than 75,000 units 
worldwide since introduction of the Gen-
eration 1 of this machines back in 2007 –
we observe an even increasing interest to 
the all-electric technology. As we already 
know, Japanese manufacturers of machines 
with this technology are leading the market 
since a long time, however, they are more 
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and more joined by leading European ma-
chine makers and. And at Haitian we are 
proud, that our Zhafir Brand is developing 
very impressive and paving its way to be a 
significant supplier of machines with the 
fully elctric technology worldwide.
In 2013 we will have two large exhibitions, 
which are worldwide indicators for trends 
and markets in our industry – the upcoming 
Chinaplas, starting May 20th in Guangzhou 
and the K- show in Dusseldorf in October 
this year. Haitian and its brands will be well 
represented at this important exhibitions 
and as far as Chinaplas is concerned, this 
Advantage Magazine will tell more about 
our exhibits. We will also use the platform 
of Chinaplas to start discussion on our new 
vision “Leadership has many dimensions” 
with our customers, partners the inves-
tors and the press and we are planning to 
launch this new vision at K – Show later this 
year. This new vision is designed to direct 
the activities of our company in the coming 
years for a comprehensive and sustainable 
success. You may find some more details 
on this in the management interview in this 
magazine as well.
 
I am very much looking forward to meet 
with you at the next possible occasion,

Sincerely yours,
Prof. h.c. mult. Helmar Franz
Executive Director and Chief Strategy Of-
ficer
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Mr. Zhang: Of course our success is pre-
dominantly a result of the trust of cus-
tomers and processors in more than 130 
countries and is based on our customer-
oriented strategies throughout all processes 
in our company. R&D and innovation is the 
key factor and always follows a deep un-
derstanding of the developments in plas-
tics processing at the customers site. I think 
our success is also attributed to our phi-
losophy to develop machinery, which ad-
dresses the challenges, plastics processors 
facing or expected to face. This is why we 
have developed the servo-hydraulic Mars 
Series, which trough all ups and downs in 
the market where selling in growing num-
bers and since market introduction more 
than 75.000 Machines of this technology 
where delivered to customers and helped 
to face the significant Electricity and other 
resources costs. 

On the other hand our Zhafir all-electric 
machines helped customers to face the 
challenge of the increase in the plastics 
materiel price by offering more precision, 
so to reduce weight and rejection rate and 
also more speed for shorter cycle times and 

higher efficiency. The secret is – as we call it 
- to offer the technology to the point – just 
what is needed to make the part efficiently 
in high quality at an affordable price. Ad-
ditionally to this we have to upgrade and 
improve our own manufacturing process 
as well on a continuous basis. We have 
developed a sophisticated Quality control 
and Quality management system, continu-
ously train our employees, introduce lean 
manufacturing principles, improving our 
working capital management, in order to 
always have the most efficient manufac-
tured machine at the highest quality stan-
dard available.

To be the worldwide No. 1 it would be 
for many companies the desired desti-
nation. How to overtop this? any new 
challenges for the next years?

Mr. Zhang: Yes, of course - there are al-
ways new targets and challenges. Based on 
accomplishing our vision to be the largest 
plastics injection molding machine manu-
facturer in the world in terms of sales vol-
ume and sales value for a number of years 

now, we have defined the next vision of the 
company. To be a leader is not by self-defi-
nition, it means you need to be recognized 
as such in the market – at the customers, 
suppliers, partners but also by the competi-
tors and the financial markets. Leadership 
has to be proven every day and it has to 
be dynamic to be sustainable. Leadership 
is also a commitment and the whole team 
hast o live it. So we came to the conclusion, 
that leadership has many dimensions – and 
this is our new vision. It is concentrated on 
3 main directions - communication, innova-
tion and efficiency.

Can you please describe this a little 
more in detail?

Prof. Franz: Yes – we believe these are the 
three dimensions for a sustainable leader-
ship. We will evaluate all our potentials 
along these lines in the coming years to 
define targets and exploit opportunities. 
Communication is – different from infor-
mation – not one sided, but includes active 
feedback, means creating platforms, where 
such feedback can be posted and will be-
come part of an active exchange. Many 

new communication tools will be used to 
facilitate this. Innovation has always been 
the key factor in our development, so this 
will be further enhanced and expanded 
from just the most efficient and resource 
saving machine technology to application 
driven standard “to the point” technology. 
And Efficiency is the source for our sustain-
able grows and profits, creating funds for 
our development satisfied customers and 
investors, partners, suppliers and employ-
ees. So we believe, to structure our work 
along those lines creates a sustainable 
leadership.

Means, the new vision is less a fixed 
indicator, but rather to shape the indi-
vidual content of communication, in-
novation and efficiency? 

Prof. Franz: Exactly – it means that we 
have to understand that sustainable lead-
ership is the result of leading a kind of net-
work of interlinked dynamic processes. It 
involves every process in the company and 
the interaction with our employees and 
partners, markets and customers, sup-
pliers and investors. The targets in those 

three dimensions, which I would call also 
“the triangle of success”, will be broken 
down to specific tasks for a certain period, 
but its accomplishment, creating new and 
enhanced standards, will encourage auto-
matically to set new tasks. To be on the 
top of innovation means also “Technology 
to the point”; put the plastic part which 
needs to be manufactured more in the fo-
cus of an application driven and resource 
saving R&D. And at the end we have also 
to consider, that the ultimate goal for en-
trepreneurship is profit, so efficient internal 
processes at all levels, not only in manufac-
turing, but also in administration and sales 
and service are the guarantee to maintain 
leadership in these category and so to have 
enough funds to finance growth and devel-
opment and also have satisfied and encour-
aged shareholders.

Continued on next page >>

Haitian International has maintained 
its leading position in the injection 
molding machine industry for the third 
consecutive year. and this despite of 
a drop in sales in 2012 of about 10%.
looking closer, the qualitative fac-
tors are clearly visible: an excellent 
large-machine-business, a higher av-
erage-unit-price due to the sales suc-
cess of all-electric and servo-hydraulic 
machines. The Group has once again 
proved to be sustainably profitable 
in a difficult market environment and 
emerged as the clear winner of all 
asian machine manufacturers. The new 
vision and future strategies of Haitian 
International we asked in a conversa-
tion with Mr. Zhang Jianming and Pro-
fessor Helmar Franz.

It seems to be that Haitian International 
is still maintaining the pole-position in 
the market. In terms of numbers, turn-
over and as we can see also in terms 
of profitability and efficiency. What is 
your recipe for such success?

Vision accomplished, 
what‘s next?
We ask the management about new visions, strategies and roadmaps

2006

HAITIAN INTERNATIONAL
became a listed company

FIXING THE VISION 
No.1 in terms of sales volume 
and sales value

2009

THREE BRAND STRATEGY 

with Zhafir, Haitian and Tianjian

2010

ACCOMPLISHMENT 
of the Vision for the first time

2013

NEW 

Strategies and Vision

2012

INTRODUCTION
of the 2nd Generation
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In China you are far and away the No. 
1 and well recognized as an innovator. 
For local plastics processors it is a guar-
antee of quality and reliability to own a 
system from Haitian, Zhafir or Tianjian. 
Your brands has maintained its con-
stant market and imageposition. Dif-
ferent in overseas markets. Over there 
the enthusiasm is still very restrained. 
How does the new strategy comes here 
into play?

Prof. Franz: This is correct and we are 
aware of this. Unfortunately the star of 
the Chinese machine tool and engineer-
ing industry in general is not yet shining so 
bright in all regions of the world, however 
this changes at an increasing speed. Look 
at currently more than 4 Million students 
in engineering in China and more than 
500.000 engineers, entering the market 
every year. I can tell you from many discus-
sions with young engineers, their target by 
now means is copying something existing; 
they are full of determination to invent and 
develop something new, they are ambitious 
to be innovative. In many regions of this 
world, especially in developing countries, „ 

Made in China“ already became a well-
recognized trade mark. Everywhere, where 
importance is put on the simplest possible 
functionality of the plastics part, and this 
does not only apply in developing countries 
but also in high-tech applications, where 
technical plastics, like PEEK or PPS replace 
steel and other metals, our „technology 
to the point“ philosophy is the best offer. 
Of course it will need time and we under-
stand this, it is essential, that new ideas 
and approaches not only be stipulated 
but prove themselves in reality. We have 
to provide for this time and of course we 
are prepared to support this with all our 
engineering and service power and so to 
create an atmosphere of trust for Chinese 
machinery. Encouraging results can be ob-
served already, and so we can report about 
repeat orders, which we got from high-
tech processors based in Japan for our all-
electric machines. Would you believe this 
is possible some years ago? So the basis 
and the acceptance for our arguments and 
advantages is changing and we are clearly 
on our way to be a well recognized part of 
the competitive landscape. 

To define a new strategy is one thing. 
But a further challenge is, to establish 
the mission and the milestones within 
the own (worldwide) team to create a 
consistant communication to the mar-
ket. What kind of activities do you in-
tend to plan? What are the next steps?

Mr. Zhang: As mentioned before this vi-
sion will work only if it will become an in-
cremental part of everybody’s daily work. 
All future strategies, investments and new 
developments have to follow this guideline. 
So it is important for us in the remaining 
time of this year, with the final launch at 
the K-Show in Düsseldorf in October to get 
it to all employees and partners in strategy 
workshops and trainings. It also needs to 
be adopted to different topics in different 
regions of the world, so to really address 
the particularly valid topics. This and hope-
fully many discussions with customers, sup-
pliers and investors is also thought to shape 
the vision and to make it even more com-
prehensive and accessible, so everybody 
can find his part to improve and benefit.

Thank you for the interesting conver-
sation.

Venus series (All-electric) 
increased by 14.2% yoy to 
RMB348.6 million 

Jupiter series (Two-platen) 
increased by 10.8% yoy to 
RMB273.9 million 

IA series (Multi-colour) increased 
by 42.8% yoy to RMB186.6 
million 

0
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All-electric:  

Zhafir Venus Series increased by 14.2%

•	 Sustainable sales performance amid  
tough market conditions

•	 Improved gross profit margin and net  
profit margin in 2H 2012

•	 Upheld profitability

•	 Strong operating cash inflow and solid  
financial position

•	 Successful launch of new Machine Generation II

Two-platen:

Haitian Jupiter Series increased by 10.8%

Multi-colour :

Haitian Iapetus Series increased by 42.8%

Sales per region in 2012

2012

Others Export Domestic

(RMB million) FY2012
Sales 6,335.6

Gross Profit 1,907.3

Operating Profit 1,130.3

Profit before Income Tax 1,194.1

Profit Attribute to Equality Hoders 986.0

Closing Net Cash 2,261

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

“We will evaluate 
all our potentials  
to define targets 
and exploit oppor-
tunities. “
Professor Helmar Franz

“Leadership has to 
be proven every 
day and it has to 
be dynamic to be 
sustainable. “
Zhang Jianming
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moulds. “This gave us a good idea of what 
to expect with regard to energy consump-
tion. The low energy consumption rate of 
the Haitian Mars Series was very impres-
sive”, confirms Van Tol  from the test re-
ports.  

No additional investments

At the end of last year, on behalf of a new 
customer,  DPI decided to invest in a 1,300 
ton injection moulding machine with a 
very large mould opening stroke. The 
large opening stroke is needed to produce 
buckets of about a meter in height. The 
injection moulding company opted for the 
Haitian Jupiter series, the 2-platen solution 
by Haitian with an energy-efficient drive 
system. “One major advantage was that, 
despite the need for the large mould open-
ing stroke, Haitian could supply a standard 
machine, which meant that no additional 
investments were needed for a customized 
machine”, Hulshof and Van Tol are keen to 
point out.  At the same time, DPI invested 
in three Haitian Mars machines within the 
200-380 ton range.

a customized product range

Injection moulding companies through-
out Europe want more options on their 
machines than clients in Asia. For several 

DPI manufactures a wide range of prod-
ucts: plastic parts for coffee machines and 
medical scanners, but also cable sleeves, 
bathroom accessories and children’s safety 
systems, such as car seats.  

“A wide product range means that we 
have to find the best possible balance be-
tween what our customers want and what 
machinery we require to produce them”, 
explains Paul Hulshof, Managing Direc-
tor. The injection moulding machine park 

produces and assembles parts here for the 
Maxi-Cosi range. In order to minimize pro-
duction costs for the client, the production 
site is located right next to Dorel’s  final 
assembly process. This avoids transport 
costs and the need for temporary stocks 
during production. “A reliable injection 
moulding machine and delivery system is 
extremely important because we supply 
directly to the assembly process”, Hulshof 
emphasizes. DPI keeps its machine park 
up-to-date. This is why, in 2009, the com-

starts with a 20 ton machine and now ex-
tends up to 1,300 tons following the in-
troduction of a “Haitian Jupiter” injection 
moulding machine. The entire machine park 
consists of 60 machines. “As an all-service 
production plant, we supply directly to our 
clients’ assembly lines”, Hulshof explains. 
One example is Dorel, the manufacturer of 
the Maxi-Cosi range of child safety systems. 

DPI has set up an advanced automated 
production plant for Dorel in Helmond. DPI 

DPI opts for Haitian
DPI in Geldrop is one of the most innovative injection moulding plants in the Netherlands. The plant supplies 

many of its products to its customers just-in-time in the assembly process. A reliable machine park and high 

production quality are therefore extremely important. Since 2009, DPI has been operating a Haitian machine 

and this year it has added another four Haitian injection moulding machines to its machine park, including a 

1,300 ton unit.  Paul Hulshof and Jeroen van Tol explain why they have opted for Haitian and Robotech.

pany explored the capabilities of injection 
moulding machine manufacturers on the 
European Asian market. Hulshof: “Haitian 
is one of the very few producers who of-
fer a complete package that includes vari-
ous different techniques, from hydraulic to 
all-electric machines. This is well-suited to 
our wide range of products. What’s more, 
Haitian stood out by offering standard a 
drive system with  a servo-driven pump. 
This means  tremendous energy savings  
which, in turn, contribute to a competitive 
cost level for us as a producer. This is why 
we launched practical trials with Haitian 
and two other suppliers in 2009.”

Energy consumption: very impressive

Technical Manager Jeroen van Tol, respon-
sible for the machine park, adds: “We set 
very high standards in the field of repeat-
ability, reliability and user-friendliness. We 
supply technical parts, so precision is al-
ways a key issue. In addition, we supply 
our products just-in-time, so down-times 
are out of the question. With the practi-
cal trials, we wanted to determine whether 
the Haitian machine could meet our stan-
dards and requirements.” DPI tested a 
200 ton Haitian Mars machine for a whole 
year, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. In the 
same year, they also tested machines from 
other manufacturers, with exactly the same 

years now, Haitian has met those needs 
with its customized product range. Van 
Tol: “Compared to a few years ago, Hai-
tian has made tremendous progress in the 
field of machine supplies. This is why we 
could fully equip the machines accord-

ing to the requirements of DPI. In other 
words: cooling-water connections directly 
on the clamping tables with customized 
couplings, various electrical connections 

on the machine and a specific hole pat-
tern in the clamping tables. But also freely 
programmable shut-off valves gates and 
programmable I/O. Also, the new com-
prehensive control system now seamlessly 
meets the production requirements with a 
freely-programmable machine sequence, a 
quality control package and adjustable units 
for process data.”

DPI, with more than a hundred permanent 
employees and eighty employees on con-
tract for packaging and assembly work, is 
one of the largest and most innovative in-
jection moulding companies in the Nether-
lands. Hulshof: “We’re continually exploring 
new technologies for enhancing and opti-
mizing our existing technology. By invest-
ing in innovation we remain an attractive 
manufacturer for the European market and 
so can continue to manufacture products 
in Europe.”

Excellent working relationship

Paul Hulshof concludes: “Opting for Haitian 
was a clear, deliberate choice. Haitian has 
set up a very good organization in Europe, 
and  also in the Netherlands since last year, 
with  sales and service partner Robotech. 
Suppliers with whom we have a good con-
nection and an excellent working relation-
ship are key to our ongoing commitment to 
innovation. Our main objective is a satisfied 
customer, now and in the future.”

Paul Hulshof (l) and Jeroen van Tol (r) in front of the Haitian Mars machine in Helmond. 

DPI produces for Dorel Maxi-Cosi child safety systems.

DPI opts to produce buckets of about a meter in height on a Haitian Jupiter Series injection moulding machine. The Jupiter Series is the 

2-platen solution by Haitian with an energy-efficient drive system and an extra-large opening stroke.

“Opting for Haitian 
was a clear,  

deliberate choice.”
Paul Hulshof,  

Managing Director of DPI
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Mr. Cui Haibing, Piolax’s customers are 
car manufacturers. How do you assess 
the development of the automobile 
sector in China and the prospects for 
plastics parts suppliers such as Piolax?

The automobile industry in China contin-
ues to be a strongly growing market, and I 
think that it will remain so for the next ten 
years. In general, supply and demand will 
be relatively counterbalanced. Later, growth 
will abate because of restrictive factors such 
as the level of vehicle ownership, the situa-
tion with traffic or government policy, etc. 
Then we will adjust to the country’s general 
level of development.

Everyone knows that the car manufac-
turers are calling their suppliers to re-
duce costs. How do you deal with that?

This is true. On the one hand, year after 
year, our customers demand that we re-
duce unit costs. On the other hand, the 
prices for raw materials and wage costs are 
increasing constantly. So we have to reduce 
production costs in order to withstand the 
dual pressure and be able to present the 
required price reductions.

How do you achieve that, what do you 
do specifically?

We see the optimisation of our own re-
sources as one of the key factors. For ex-
ample, we investigate the value creation 
of our staff and engineers, and work con-
tinuously on optimisation measures. How-
ever, product quality has absolute priority 
in this. This has to be ensured, no matter 
what we do. Quality is the basement of any 
manufacturer.

As far as we know, most of your competi-
tors in the car industry do their manufac-
turing using traditional hydraulic machines. 
By contrast, Dongguan Piolax prefers all-
electrical solutions.
As I said, we have committed ourselves to 
an excellent quality product. Without any 
compromise. For example, we manufacture 
clips and fasteners just as our competitors 
do, but we are able to say that we have a 
rejection rate of less than 0.0001%.

and a complaints rate of practically 
zero…

Not only that. We believe that all-electrical 
machines yield a much better performance 
than traditionally hydraulic machines, in 
terms of precision and efficiency, and of 
course in matters of energy savings. There-
fore, after careful consideration and holistic 

comparison testing, we decided in favour of 
all-electrical technology.

…and then immediately ordered the 
Venus Series?

First just a test machine, this was still in 
2008. This test machine is now still working 
perfectly. Two years later we then climbed 
on board, large-scale, with the Venus Series.

What major requirements do you stip-
ulate for a injection molding? What is 
important to you?

From an injection molding system we expect 
stability, repeat accuracy and precision. This 
directly influences the level of quality of our 
products. Production efficiency is also very 
important – unit costs are always an issue. 
Zhafir’s all-electrical injection molding ma-
chines have met these demands, fully and 
completely. 

and do conditions play just a minor 
role?

No, definitely not. The overall range of per-
formance and the price structure have to 
be right, this is quite clear, in the procure-
ment phase as well as later. Our demands 
are high in this respect too. And compared 
with the competition, not only does Zhafir 
offer a really attractive price-performance 
ratio but relatively low operating and main-
tenance costs in production.

That would bring us to service. How sat-
isfied are you with Zhafir?

Zhafir offers clear advantages in this respect 
as well, just because it is manufactured in 
China. Quick reaction times are always a 
plus in customer service.

Nevertheless, last year you performed a 
comparison test between the Venus Se-
ries and other machines. How did that 
come about?

We wanted to have machines of high capac-
ity designed quite specifically for a particu-
lar product portfolio. So we had asked for 

“Quality is the basement”
About the importance of all-electric machines, in view of the increasing cost pressure in the plastics processing 

industry.  A conversation with Mr Cui Haibing, deputy chief of the Engineering Department of Dongguan PIOLAX 

Co. Ltd. PC

PIOLAX GLOBAL HEAD OFFICE, JAPAN

Piolax Inc., with headquarters in Iwai-
cho, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama-shi, Ka-
nagawa, has been manufacturing and 
marketing plastic products and parts 
since 1939. The company has 9 subsidi-
aries in Europe, America and Asia, one 
of which is Dongguan Piolax in China.

www.piolax.co.jp

DONGGUAN PIOLAX CO. LTD. PC, CHINA

The plant in Dongguan City, Guangdon/
China, was founded in 2003 and is a 100% 
subsidiary of Piolax Inc. Here, injection-
moulded plastic latches and assemblies 
are manufactured for Japanese car ma-
nufacturers such as Toyota, Honda, Nis-
san, etc. Production is exclusively with 
all-electrical injection-moulding machines; 
currently there are about 100 units.

support from the responsible engineers at 
our machine suppliers – among them Zhafir 
and another injection molding supplier as 
well. It was a matter of testing different 
makers under equal conditions, with the 
same specifications, tools and data, and 
the same output. 

That sounds like a mass start at a mar-
athon.

It was more like a process of elimination. 
We compared two machines each time in 
terms of stability, energy, consumption and 
operating costs. In the end, it turned out 
that the Venus Series served our purposes 
best. Once again.

Once again? How many Venus ma-
chines do you have in Dongguan City 
then?

So far, there are 45, but it won’t stay that 
way for very long. We are already mak-
ing specific plans for our new plant in Wu-
han…
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TECHNOlOGY TO THE POINT
aT CHINaPlaS 2013

lIVE aT 
K´2013

400 kN 5,500 kN 550 kN 5,000 kN

•	 Optimized 5-point toggle system for more precision and dynamic
•	 Modularized injection units in different performance levels
•	 per clamping unit available.
•	 New quick ejector coupling structure for shorter set up times. 
•	 Latest control technology from Sigmatek
•	 Extended standard for a broader range of applications.
•	 Overall improvement of the rigidity
•	 Energy saving up to 70% compaired to a standard hydraulic machine

•	 Innovative machine design for high precision and optimal tolerances
•	 Four sheets design for 70% more mold space
•	 Decentralized servo-drive technology for high efficiency
•	 Separation of injection and plastification for extraordinary high melt 

quality, more injection volume, new materials, complex mold designs
•	 High efficient energy management incl. energy recovery system for 

braking energy

My Mercury

VE 5500 II
The new 5500 kN clamping 
force of Venus II Series runs 
with a laptop cover.

Material:  ............... HIPS
Cavity:  .................. 1
Cycle time:  ............ 35-40s

Zhafir Mercury Series
Hall 4.1 J01

lIVE at 
Chinaplas
20 - 26 May

ME 1000
The innovative Mercury Se-
ries is running with a medi-
cal part.

Material:  ............... PP231
Cavity:  .................. 32
Cycle time:  ............ 8s

Made in Germany
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We are showing a Ve-
nus 1500 with an appli-
cation from the medical 
industry at the K-Show. 
We want to thank our 
customer Meus in Italy 
for the great support! 

•	 Industry bench mark with more than 75.000 sold machines
•	 Energy saving servo-hydraulic drive concept
•	 Optimized clamping unit for more precision, faster movements 

and reduced cycle times
•	 Optimized platen design für centralized force loading and less 

platen flexing 
•	 The redesigned toggle kinematics for higher efficiency and 

lower energy consumption
•	 New performance with twin injection cylinder design
•	 Latest KEBA control technology 

•	 Redesigned two-platen-technology, Mars-Technology inside.
•	 Parallel lock nut operation for fast and accurate response.
•	 Large moving platen ensures high platen rigidity during movement
•	 Reverse mounted ejection plate for longer strokes
•	 Four short stroke mold break cylinders for mold heigt control
•	 High precision mechanism for perfect screw guidance.
•	 Latest KEBA control technology

MA 2500 II

We are displaying our best-
seller Mars Serie in producing 
a standard part with MCF-
Technology.

Material:  ............... PA +30GF
Cavity:  .................. 1

JU 12000 II

On Chinaplas you will see a 
Jupiter Series running with an 
automotive part.

Material:  ............... ABS
Cavity:  .................. 1:

My Jupiter

5,500 kN 66,000 kN600 kN 10,000 kN

75.000 sold  
Mars machines

Hall 4.1 J01

lIVE at 
Chinaplas
20 - 26 May



accessible support around the globe

We look after more than 30,000 customers worldwide, with over 60 
distribution centres serving more than 80 countries and regions. Through 
the permanent availability of services and spare parts, we create crucial 
competitive advantages for all our customers worldwide.

Haitian International Holdings Limited
Unit 1105 Level 11
Metroplaza Tower 2
223 Hing Fong RD Kwai Fong N.T,  
China
E-mail: haitian@mail.haitian.com

Zhafir Plastics Machinery GmbH
Jubatus-Allee 8-10
92263 Ebermannsdorf, Germany
E-mail: contact@zhafir.com
 
Ningbo Zhafir Plastics Machinery Co., Ltd.
No. 37,Laosan Road, Beilun, Ningbo,  
P.R. China 315800
E-mail: contact@zhafir.cn 

Haitian Plastics Machinery Group Co., Ltd
No. 32 Jiangnan middle road, Xiaogang,  
Beilun, Ningbo,  
P. R. China 315821
E-mail: haitian@mail.haitian.com

Ningbo Haitian Huayuan Machinery Co., Ltd
Export processing zone, Fuchun middle road,  
Beilun district, Ningbo,  
P.R. China 315800
E-mail: inter-sales@mail.haitian.com

Wuxi Haitian Tianjian Machinery Co., Ltd
No. 97, Xixie Road, Shuo Fang,  
High Technology Developing Zone,Wuxi
P.R. China 214000 
E-mail: lxd@mail.haitian.com

South East Asia:

Haitian Huayuan Machinery Southeast Asia 
112 My Kim I,P.Tan Phong,Q.7,
Phu My Hung,TP.HCMC,
Vietnam
E-mail: zh@mail.haitian.com
info@mail.haitianasia.com.vn

Europe:

Haitian Europe GmbH
Hansastrasse 5
90441 Nürnberg
Germany
E-mail: info@haitianeurope.com

South America:

Haitian Huanyuan South America Comercio De 
Maquinas Ltda.
Av. Bernardino De Lucca ,128
CEP:18132-295
Sao Roque-SP
Brazil 
E-mail: xiang@haitian.com.br
 xiang@mail.haitian.com

Turkey:

Haitian Huayuan Middle East International 
Trading Co., Ltd.
Alkop San Sit B.6 Blok 8 
Buyukcekmece, Istanbul
Turkey
E-mail: seasky600@vip.163.com

Russia:

Haitian Russia
Office 506, Stroenie 4, Volokolamskoe shosse 
116, Moscow 125371
Russia
E-mail: info@haitian-russia.ru

Haitian Plastics Machinery 
manufacturing hall in Ningbo, China

Zhafir Plastics Machinery 
manufacturing hall in Ningbo, China

Zhafir Plastics Machinery 
manufacturing hall in Ebermannsdorf, Germany


